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The Regulation of the Legal Profession in Ireland
The alumni of Columbia University Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons
(VP&S) have made remarkable strides in medicine, academia, public health, and
industry. In this they follow in the footsteps of Samuel Bard (1742–1821), a
prominent early American physician and a founder of what would become VP&S. In
The Caring Heirs of Doctor Samuel Bard, Peter Wortsman offers a selection of
profiles of Columbia-educated doctors who have made a fundamental difference in
the lives of others. The physicians profiled in this book represent the complete
spectrum of MDs. They have charted new fields of medicine, resolved longstanding biochemical mysteries, discovered the causes and cures of diseases,
developed vaccines, pioneered surgical procedures, helped halt epidemics, and
cared for imperiled populations. Some have run hospitals, medical schools,
universities, the National Institutes of Health, the National Library of Medicine, the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, city health departments, and major
pharmaceutical concerns. Others practiced at the White House, climbed
mountains, or flew to outer space. Still others wrote pioneering papers, edited
prestigious medical journals, and authored prize-winning books and best-selling
novels. In each case, the clinical training, scientific thoroughness, and humanistic
values inculcated at Columbia had a formative influence on their thinking and
practice. In telling their stories, The Caring Heirs of Doctor Samuel Bard illustrates
the importance of clinical rigor and humanistic caring in the practice of medicine
and offers readers a rare insight into the heart and soul of American medicine at its
best.

Two Walls and a Roof
Tells the story of the revered legendary warrior Cuchulain in a land where the
human and animal worlds merge, battles rage, and one man fully captures all the
passion, violence, and enchantment of ancient Ireland.

The Black Swans
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Lion of Ireland was the breathtaking chronicle of Brian Boru, the Great King who
led the bickering chiefs of Ireland to unity under his reign. He overthrew traditions,
reformed society, and became the Irish Charlemagne. The Ireland of 1014 was a
dream Brian Boru had dreamed and brought into being. Now, with all the fire and
brilliance for which her writing is known, Morgan Llywelyn takes us there, to the
battlefield where Brian died, and to Brian's fifteen-year-old son, Donough, whose
mother is the voluptuous and treacherous Gormlaith, with her lust for life and
power undiminished by age: Donough, the son who is determined to make the
High Kingship of Brian Boru's Ireland his own. "I know he's too young, but he's all
we have left," says Fergal, and thus the boy takes his first command, on the bloody
ground of Clontarf. From there he must move to establish his right to rule in
Kincora and to make the kings of Ireland accept him as their High King. Yet
Donough is torn--torn by his hatred for his mother and by his all-consuming
passion for the beautiful pagan girl Cera, who remains beyond his reach, for the
High King must have a Christian consort. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Valentine M'Clutchy, the Irish Agent
Taisie MacDonnell loves Celtic music and when a traditional Irish group moves to
her small town of Antrim, Maine, she's thrilled. She has no idea that becoming
involved with Conn McLaren, the handsome pipe player will enmesh her in magic, a
centuries-old enchantment and pursuit by the Fae. This is a modern retelling of the
Irish story "The Children of Lir".

Stand Fast, Craig-Royston! (Complete)
Taken in by the chief druid of the Carnutes in Gaul, the Celt orphan Ainvar learns to
master the druid mysteries of thought, healing, and magic, and discovers his
destiny lies with Vercingetorix, the warrior king. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.

Only the Stones Survive
Critical analysis including the players and their plays, their audience and their art:
W. B. Yeats, "A. E.", Lady Gregory, J. M. Synge, P. Colum, and others. Also plays
produced in Dublin by the Abbey Theatre Company.

The Story of Ancient Irish Civilisation
After a group of theatre students implement an exercise right next to a particle
accelerator, they transport William Shakespeare to their Orange County University.
Will it be all's well that ends well, or just really really painful?

Tour de Ireland
Across the waves, they will follow the song Amergin is the chief minstrel and druid
of the Sons of Mil, a sprawling family of Celts struggling to survive in the bleak
wilds of Iberia. His people would rather do battle than make great art, and he can
only dream of a home free from bloodshed. Everything changes when a shipwright
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weaves stories of a mystical emerald island to the north. Determined to make it his
new bard land, Amergin sets sail with his five brothers, their mother, Scotta, and
his beloved harp, Clarsagh. But when they arrive on those fabled shores, they are
confronted by the indigenous fairy folk in a conflict that will change the face of
Ireland forever. A sweeping chronicle of bards and warriors that would fuel untold
generations of myth and legend, this is a must-read for fans of Bernard Cornwell
and Conn Iggulden. Praise for Bard ‘Splendid and compelling’ Anne McCaffrey,
bestselling author of the beloved Dragonriders of Pern series ‘She brings the
legends of Ireland to life and presents us with characters who are living, breathing
individuals, with all the strengths and weaknesses of the humans who walk the
earth today’ Irish Echo ‘Magic and words and war. It makes for a wonderful book’
Washington Post ‘A marvelous, magical novel’ Jennifer Wilde, bestselling gothic
romance author ‘By deftly reworking Ireland's ancient myths and legends, Morgan
Llywelyn has made Bard ring with Celtic spirit’ Los Angeles Times ‘A stunning novel
that brilliantly evokes the times and the people’ Booklist

Brian Boru
King, warrior, and lover Brian Boru was stronger, braver, and wiser than all other
men-the greatest king Ireland has ever known. Out of the mists of the country's
most violent age, he merged to lead his people to the peak of their golden era. His
women were as remarkable as his adventures: Fiona, the druidess with mystical
powers; Deirdre, beautiful victim of a Norse invader's brutal lust; Gormlaith, sixfoot, read-haired goddess of sensuality. Set against the barbaric splendors of the
tenth century, Lion of Ireland is a story rich in truth and legend-in which friends
become deadly enemies, bedrooms turn into battlefields, and dreams of glory are
finally fulfilled. Morgan Llywelyn has written one of the greatest novels of Irish
history. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Celtic Wisdom
The dramatic story of the Norman conquest of Ireland in the 12th century. Full of
battles and warfare, but a story of love, too, between an unlikely pair - wilful and
wild Irish princess Aoife, and Strongbow, the greatest of the Norman knights to
come to Ireland. A clash of cultures and a vivid story of one of the Greats of Irish
history.

The Horse Goddess
This is the amazing and inspiring true story of a Polish Jewish Partisan leader and
Soviet captive during World War II. Joseph L. Zygielbaum fought the Nazis under
the Polish and Soviet flags and alongside the American Office of Strategic Services.
These memoirs reveal his heroism in the face of personal tragedy and place him
squarely in the heart of Holocaust history. Zygielbaum, the son of the famed Polish
martyr Szmul Zygielbaum, begins with a description of his childhood and then
takes the reader through an odyssey spanning horrendous events from 1939 to
1945 and the battlefields of Eastern and Northern Europe. A reserve officer in the
Polish army at 19 years old, Zygielbaum witnesses the German and Russian
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invasion of his homeland. He swiftly becomes a Partisan leader. After his wife and
toddler son are murdered by the Nazis, he undertakes ever more risky missions
and is captured by the Russians, narrowly escaping execution as a spy. He relates
his many experiences in the USSR, culminating in his being impressed into the Red
Army to fight the Germans. As a special forces fighter, he is deployed into many
battle zones. Close to the end of the war, he escapes and returns to Poland, where
he meets and marries his new love and emigrates with her to the United States.
Zygielbaum's book was published after his death in 1995 by his sons, long after he
had completed a noted career in the early American space program. The story
relates many everyday aspects of life as a Partisan and as a Soviet soldier, amid
the ever-present terror of the war and the tragedy all around.

Red Branch
Tour de Ireland (A cycling fan's ride around Ireland) is the story of a cyclist's return
to his native country. It is an attempt to re-engage with home and re-discover the
ancient land of saints and scholars that is Ireland. The journey, which takes place
during the 2012 Tour de France, is also an engagement with the sport of cycling
both past and present. It is informative, perceptive and very funny.

Early Bardic Literature, Ireland
Reproduction of the original: Early Bardic Literature, Ireland by Standish O ́Grady

Strongbow
Somewhere in the shadowy borderland between myth and history lies the territory
of Finn Mac Cool. Mightiest of the Irish heroes, leader of the invincible army of
Fianna, he was a man of many faces: warrior, poet, lover, creator, and destroyer.
Finn Mac Cool is a man taken from one of the lowest classes of Irish society, driven
by ambition and strength to rise above his birth and bring new respect and status
to his people. He had it all and lost it all, but in the end he gained immortality. Finn
Mac Cool is a novel of sweeping historical grandeur and awesome adventure. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Finn Mac Cool
"For centuries the Tauatha Dae Danann lived in peace on an island where time
flowed more slowly and the seasons were gentle--until that peace was shattered by
the arrival of invaders. The Gaels, the Children of Milesios, came looking for easy
riches and conquest, following the story of an island to the west where their every
desire could be granted After a happy and innocent childhood, Joss was on the
cusp of becoming a man when the Gaels slaughtered the kings and queens of the
Tauatha Dae Danann. Left without a mother and father, he must find a way to
unite what is left of his people and lead them into hiding. But even broken and
scattered, Joss and his people are not without strange powers"--

Lion of Ireland
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Elyse Crawford's world turns upside down on her 18th birthday. She uncovers a
secret that will change how she views the world around her, and those closest to
her. She was raised believing her birth parents died in a car crash, until a vision
quest shows her the truth. She is the descendant of the first witch to ever take on
the Council and live to tell the tale, Seraphina Crawford. Now that her true heritage
is exposed, and she receives more power than any other, she is a target for those
who wish to take them from her. With the help of her friends, and her
protector/boyfriend, Chadwick Crain, Elyse will learn to use her gifts and hopefully
save her life. Completing the Blood Rite ritual is first and foremost. Once that is
done, whomever is after her must admit defeat. Or do they? This is the first book in
a five book series for YA readers.Other books in this series: Power SurgeCollision of
FateThe CovenantWant a more in depth view into the Crawford lineage? Check out
The Blood Rites Trilogy; Blood RitesTurning the StoneThe Fate's Seal

Druids
This is the story of an Irish family from Cork Ireland. It documents how they
survived in the 50's and 60's and will take you on a roller coaster ride of every
emotion, sometimes all on the same page. Here you will read of an inspiring
mother, always encouraging her six children to laugh at life, and believe in
tomorrow. She did this inspiring while battling a domineering old grandmother, and
an alcoholic husband, as her children drank tea from their jam jars, and read by a
candle. Its a book filled with humor, drama, and dreams that come true,
culminating in the author meeting his American dream. It's said the book is like,
Irish Stew for the Soul. You will feel uplifted when you finish reading a book that
seems to be everyone's story.

And Poe Said
Irish Plays and Playwrights
All on the Irish Shore
At last, the haunting sequel to Morgan Llywelyn’s phenomenal epic Druids. The
Greener Shore unfurls the story of a brave and mystical people who learned to
manipulate the forces of nature–in order to control magic. As druids in Celtic Gaul,
they had been the harmonious soul of their tribe, the Carnutes. But when Julius
Caesar and his army invaded and conquered their homeland, the great druid
Ainvar and his clan fled for their lives, taking with them the ancient knowledge.
Guided by a strange destiny, they found themselves drawn to a green island at the
very rim of the world: Hibernia, home of the Gael. Here they would depend for
survival on an embittered man who had lost his faith–and a remarkable woman
who would find hers. Burning with hatred of the Romans, Ainvar can no longer
command his magic. But his mantle falls on unexpected shoulders. In a beautiful,
war-torn land of numerous kingdoms and belligerent tribes, Ainvar and his beloved
wife, Briga, struggle toward an uncertain future. Their companions include the
volatile Onuava, widow of their fallen chieftain; Lakutu, Ainvar’s dark and
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mysterious second wife; Ainvar’s son, Dara, who seems more drawn to poetry than
to combat; and the “Red Wolf,” the young warrior who is as close as kin and is
determined to find Ainvar’s missing daughter. Other forces are at work in Hibernia
as well–the spirits that haunt the island, forces older than even the magic of the
druids. Through them Ainvar seeks his redemption . . . as Briga seeks her
rendezvous with history. Filled with the deep feeling, stunning detail, and rich
characters that made Druids a masterwork, The Greener Shore is a superb saga of
an amazing world and its wondrous ways–a much-awaited novel that will delight all
the devotees of this admired author. From the Hardcover edition.

The Vikings in Ireland
The Irish Century series is the narrative of the epic struggle of the Irish people for
independence through the tumultuous twentieth century. Morgan Llywelyn's
magisterial multi-novel chronicle of that story began with 1916, continued in 1921
and 1949 and now continues with 1972. In 1972, Morgan Llywelyn tells the story of
Ireland from 1950-1972 as seen through the eyes of young Barry Halloran, son and
grandson of Irish revolutionaries. Northern Ireland has become a running sore,
poisoning life on both sides of the Irish border. Following family tradition, at
eighteen Barry joins the Irish Republican Army to help complete what he sees as
'the unfinished revolution'. But things are no longer as clear cut as they once were.
His first experience of violence in Northern Ireland shocks and disturbs him. Yet he
has found a sense of family in the Army which is hard to give up. He makes a
partial break by becoming a photographer, visually documenting events in the
north rather than physically taking part in them. An unhappy early love affair is
followed by a tempestuous relationship with Barbara Kavanagh, a professional
singer from America. Events lead Barry into a totally different life from the one he
expected, yet his allegiance to the ideal of a thirty-two county Irish republic
remains undimmed as the problems, and the violence, of Northern Ireland
escalate. Then Barry finds himself in the middle of the most horrific event of all:
Bloody Sunday in Derry, 1972. The Irish Century Novels 1916: A Novel of the Irish
Rebellion 1921: The Great Novel of the Irish Civil War 1949: A Novel of the Irish
Free State 1972: A Novel of Ireland's Unfinished Revolution 1999: A Novel of the
Celtic Tiger and the Search for Peace At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

100 Essential Books for Irish-American Readers
Troy is in crumbling ruin and Athens is rising far to the south. It is a time when
mortal men and women are becoming gods and goddesses as news of their
extraordinary adventures sweeps across the land. In this world, Epona, a woman
whose life is celebrated in legend, meets Kazhak, a Scythian warrior and prince.
Their stormy love affair sends them sweeping across eighth-century Europe,
pursued from the Alps to the Ukraine by Kernunnos--a mysterious Druid priest
known as the "Shapechanger." At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Greener Shore
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A comprehensive look at Irish, Scottish, Welsh and continental Celtic traditions,
both Pagan and Christian , this guide includes the Celtic approach to shamanism,
fairies, Wicca, neopaganism, magic and Druidism. It draws a map for today's Celtic
quest, with the way of the pilgrim, honor of one's ancestors and the language and
culture. Exploring the Celtic universe-gods and goddesses, mythic heroes and
warriors, wonderworkers, underworlds, and otherworlds - this manual also covers
lengers such as King Arthur, Merlin, and the Quest for the Holy Grail.

The Encyclopedia of Fantasy
In Irish history the Vikings are often seen merely as attackers, but this book gives
an account of the wider picture - how the Vikings significantly influenced Irish art
and trade and the growth of towns and cities. It describes their first landing as a
raiding party, and their settlement and gradual merging with the Irish by
intermarriage and trade, and also explores the customs and traditions, and the arts
and crafts which have become part of the Irish way of life. Cameos of the lives of
individual Vikings - some real, some fictitious - are used in the retelling of events,
and the illustrations include photographs of excavations and artefacts.

Pride of Lions
Drawing on number of new sources--from rediscovered poetry by Burns to
manuscript journals, correspondence, and oratory by his contemporaries--a new
biography presents the life and work of the eighteenth-century poet.

The Bard of Orange County
Retells the tragic story of O'Sullivan's march, in which the Irish, led by Gaelic
princes, were forced to flee their two thousand-year-old home to escape an
invasion of the English army.

Bard: The Odyssey of the Irish
This is the tale of the coming of the Irish to Ireland, and of the men and women
who made that emerald isle their own.

Bard: The Odyssey of the Irish
The Regulation of the Legal Profession in Ireland is a new and insightful exploration
of history, controversy and reform relating to the Irish legal system. During recent
legislative debate over a professional reform bill, Alan Shatter--then the Minister of
Justice in Ireland--publicly called this study, in its earlier form as a dissertation,
"marvellous," and stated that it "should be compulsory reading for us all." He noted
that the thesis "sets out the history of the legal profession and how it evolved. It
evolved continually until approximately 1870 and then went into paralysis and
nothing has changed since. It is extraordinarily curious that people think the world
stopped in 1870." Professor Laurent Pech, formerly of the School of Law at NUI
Galway and now Head of the Law Department at Middlesex University London, has
stated that this study "makes a decisive contribution to the on-going scholarly and
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policy debates on this issue, by evaluating the present regulatory framework and
offering a number of suggestions to improve it in a context of increasing
transnationalisation of the market for legal services." He added that Hosier's
"innovative approach to the problem of lawyers' misconduct is, in particular, worth
noting. This aspect of her work has the potential to help alleviate a problem which
has been extremely costly for both the legal profession and wider society alike. Her
doctoral research also provides a valuable insight into the impact of the Troika
upon the regulation of the legal profession in so-called 'bailed-out countries.'"
Professor Pech concluded that the author "should be congratulated for having
made an exceptional contribution to the current debate on the regulation of the
legal profession both nationally and internationally. I have no doubt that her
original and thought-provoking work will be useful to policy-makers and scholars
alike." This book features Professor John Flood's new, substantive introduction,
explaining the worldwide implications of professional reform efforts, the financial
crisis that precipitated them, and the relation to regulation of the legal profession
in other countries. It also includes the author's notable examination of the effect of
the Troika's bailout conditions on law reform possibilities in Ireland. This part of the
book was presented in the US at the 2013 annual conference of the Law and
Society Association. Finally, the book adds a section on 2014 developments in
reform efforts in Ireland. A powerful new addition to the Dissertation Series from
Quid Pro Books.

Immortal Slumber
This is a special signed and numbered edition of 250 copies to coincide with the
presentation of the play adapted from this novel entitled Irish Annals of Aotearoa
by playwright Simon O'Connor. The play was first performed at BATS Theatre,
Wellington, in January 2001, and the Paekakariki Hotel in February 2001. The
production was directed by David O'Donnell.

The Odyssey of a Partisan
The shifting combinations of party, from the settle-ment of the constitution at the
Revolution to a later pe-riod, is an attractive study to any who wish to find the
origin of abuses which have long vexed the political life of England. Besides, it is
wholesome and instructive to be carried away from the modern difficulty to the
broader issues which have gradually led to the present complica-tion.William III.
was a Whig, and his successor a Tory, but except for short periods no Tory party
was able in either reign to carry on the government upon Tory principles. William
made no complete change of ministry during his reign, only modifying its
composition according to what appeared the prevailing sentiment of the
parliament or the nation. It was composed of both parties; the Whigs predominated
till the close of the reign, when their oppo-nents acquired ascendency.

The Caring Heirs of Doctor Samuel Bard
"a triumph of literary magic." "the story creeps up on you like a black cat in the
dark." Mr. Poe would like a word with you. It is fairly well known that Edgar Allan
Poe died a long time ago. What is not so well known is what he was doing just
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before his tragic death on October 7th, 1849. And Poe Said is a fictional depiction
of Edgar Allan Poe's last days. But it is much more than that. There is the matter of
his lost short story "Mr. Dormir's Last Request." There is a tumultuous Baltimore
election with enough fraud in it to fill all the frog bellies in every swamp in old
merry Maryland. It has history, poetry and literary merit and, most important of all,
a personal message for you - from Mr. Poe. He wants you to know that well, I'm not
going to spoil it for you. A Large Print Edition (ISBN-10 : 1539589668) is also
available.

The Sleeping Bard; Or, Visions of the World, Death, and Hell
The Bard
Morgan Llywelyn's Bard: The Odyssey of the Irish is the tale of the coming of the
Irish to Ireland, and of the men and women who made that emerald isle their own.
Amergin, chief bard and druid of the tribe of Milesios, lives in a world without
poetry. In bleak Iberia, his people would rather do battle than make great art, and
Amergin can only dream of a home free from bloodshed. All this changes when
Amergin's new servant, a shipwright named Sakkar, tells him of Ierne, a green and
fertile land to the north. Joined by his warlike brothers and tribe, Amergin leads his
people across the seas to their new home. But when they arrive on Ierne, they are
confronted by a mysterious people who will one day fuel legend and myths: the
Tuatha Dé Danann, people of the Goddess Danu. Amergin and his tribe decide to
fight for their adopted country, touching off a conflict that will change the face of
Ireland forever.

Ireland in the Days of Dean Swift
1972: A Novel of Ireland's Unfinished Revolution
Contains more than four thousand entries touching on all aspects of fantasy
literature, movies, and art

Grania
Illustrated by Donald Teskey This internationally best-selling author, winner of
many awards in adult historical fiction, now turns her hand to historical fiction for
children with a personalised account of the life of Brian Boru, from his childhood in
the midst of a large warrior family to his final role as High King of Ireland. 'A life full
of battles, intrigues, alliances and betrayals, which make a stirring tale told in
realistic detail'. The Irish Times

Prolegomena to the Study of the Later Irish Bards, 1200-1500
"The Sleeping Bard; Or, Visions of the World, Death, and Hell" by Ellis Wynne
(translated by George Borrow). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
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literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has
been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.

The Last Prince of Ireland
A founding member of the Irish Writer's Union in Dublin presents her choices for
the hundred books that have best expressed the Irish experience, encompassing
biography, fiction, history, humor, mythology, poetry, reference and travel books.
35,000 first printing. $35,000 ad/promo.

Bard
The Irish Annals of New Zealand
An authentic and vivid re-creation of sixteenth-century Ireland provides the
backdrop for the saga of real-life Irish chieftain Grace O'Malley, who took part in a
lifelong struggle against England's Queen Elizabeth I. Reprint. 17,500 first printing.
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